
I am in a small student room with my Italian architect. We are talking about the permissions we need from my installation but I have a sour throat and he does not want to keep close to me. As I go to the toilette to spit I hear him meeting up with the director who has authorized the permission.

I am attending a small party in the back of a house. It is quite dark but I realize that the leader of the Italian populist party is there. He is seating on a chair alone and I ask him whether he can dedicate my father an autograph where he also writes down the address of the Dutch populist leader.

I am in a small grocery shop arranging my old shoes. I have several ones of different kinds and put them all in a wooden box so that I can later archive them. As I do so I actually sing a communist song but the owner calls the cops and I have to run away without collecting the grocery I bought.

I am walking through a small road of a Chinese city. I actually see an acquaintance eating at an American restaurant but decide to go in another restaurant opposite to it. It is completely empty and I go upstairs but meet two Italian brothers talking about partisan warfare in the north west.

I am in a computer shop checking some video-games for sale. I find one that is about karate but it has a bad rating and my son shows me one that is about car racing. We are supposed to drive around an island in different directions but I get to stay behind him and he is actually not so good.

I am following a cat inside an abandoned house and find a door taking us to a new floor. We then look for the next door but the only opening is through a ventilation. Only the cat can pass and I find that he is connected to me with a string and can only go up to a certain point before stopping.

I am in an old theater where they are actually giving the award for best animation of the year. A famous actress announces that the winner is a famous film director. We then look a the trailer of his new animation where his name appears in the cloud but it seems to be a very cheap effect.

I am walking on an empty street in a neighborhood with condominiums. I actually see my sister and her husband coming my way and tell them that I will be staying in the city for three more days. The latter then invites me to eat with them but we first go play volleyball below a condominium. 

I am in a church that there is an important service. The national ministers are all seated in the front rows and one of them turns to check on me. I then also take a seat but soon a guy come tossing pastry. I also want one to eat and make myself visible. He then tosses a big one all for me.

I am at home with my girlfriend and get a package. It costed us a lot of money and I cannot believe it is only for me but open it. It was a cheap propeller I have ordered for my drone but then also find a catalogue inside and realize that there are many more items checked that we have ordered.

I am in a Canadian city with my girlfriend and visit a small park. There are some residents talking with one another and we also get two meat two Indian women. One of them is French speaking and the other is English speaking. I then try to photograph them before leaving but they don't want.

I am on a train and give some travelers my business cards. I accidentally give them my ticket and we try to find it among other old tickets. An Iranian girl manages to find the right one and I realize that I have been paying extra money to stay in an upper class when I could have traveled second.

I am seating next to my Danish curator watching a movie. There is her girlfriend on the opposite side and I tell her that I just got a new position. She then asks me about the movie and I guess it is from a famous artist. The curator then explains us how the latter has placed a house on rails.

I am in a snowplow leading a couple to a restaurant in the mountains. I actually forget we have to turn further down but it is getting dark and I let them drive up another mountain. The woman wants to turn back but the man stops in a cabin to look for food and find some cans we can eat. 

I am in the waiting room of an hospital and use a puppet to entertain some kids seating on the opposite side. I actually realize that the puppet is my daughter and that her grandmother has disappeared with her boyfriend taking a medical glove and lubricant cream with them to have sex.

I am in a mall with my son and feel very happy we can spend time together. As I realize that he will soon have to go back home I want to spend time with him outside. I know it is a beautiful day but cannot find the exit. I then take the emergency exit of a fashion store and we are out on a street.

I am in a lab talking to a Japanese art students. He explains that he is doing his internship in an important company and that he spends his time meditating. He is actually making a key that plays a song when he locks himself in his studio but it doesn't work and I check the electronics.

I am walking up the staircase of a condominium and reach the apartment where a neo-nazi lives with his mother. The latter opens up for me and I realize he is still asleep. I wait in the kitchen but he immediately stands up and comes to seat with me. I then try to talk to him about my project.

I am in my son Swedish villa and hear his mother talking in the kitchen below. She is planning a day trip with him and I realize that if he leaves now I won't be able to see him for a long time. I then feel very sad and decide to go down below to try to negotiate that he stays another day with me.

I am walking outside a big garden surrounded by fruit trees but there is a fence and all the branches with fruit are pointing inside. I then remember that they have made a postcard showing that there were also branches with fruit from the outside. One branch is sticking is actually sticking out.

I am at a party in a small apartment and a guy diagnoses a girl. He says that she is sick because she has been wearing fake rings. She only has one and it is made of gold but suddenly recalls that when she was young she always wore two fake rings made of iron with big fake stones on top.

I am seating in a train with my stepfather and I see that he is wearing sport clothes. I then ask him if he went rowing and I suddenly remember that I have also been rowing with my Brazilian friend. I tell him that the latter works for the church and the church owns the red kayak we have used.

I am walking up to my native mountains with a friend and tell him that I have sneaked in a social network with a fake account. I then saw the profile picture of my twin sister holding a bike and looking very professional. I then wonder if she is training a lot but my friend tells me she stopped.

I am on a road and realize that some old family friends are walking the opposite way. I then greet them but I am wearing a baseball hat with sun glasses and have to remove them to get myself recognized. I then see they are picking plumbs and I show them other plumbs but they are all rotten.

I am walking on a pedestrian bridge and keep on top waiting for the sun to rise. I actually realize there is a lot of water underneath it and move to the opposite side. I inspect the bridge and see that the metal beans underneath it are very rusted. I then run across it hoping it doesn't collapse.

I am in a camping and go to the toilette to rinse my mouth. It tastes like tooth past and I try to drink water from the sink but it is too small. I then use my hand but as I spit I realize that I have small stones in my mouth. As I keep rinsing the stones get bigger but they don't go away completely.

I am walking with old Brazilian and Turkish friends down a path and end up in front of the church of my mountain village. I then realize that the hunter who wants to block my art installation could be there. As we try to leave a girl with an old car stops us and I introduce her my friends.

I am in a Mexican station waiting for a train but see  that my twin sister is seating along on the opposite platform. I then tell her to come with us to the capital but she has already been there and she doesn't like it. I tell her that a local friend knows a nice neighborhood there and she joins us.

I am in a garden talking to two friends on the phone. I was supposed to travel with them to a university but they already had other meetings. We actually have an important meeting with two professors at lunch but don't know where to meet them. I suggest to do so outside their building.

I am in my Dutch house walking across the attic and find that my former French tenant is in our room. She is actually renting it and I tell her that we should all rely on contacting another tenant for emergencies. I explain that he has an Italian phone number that can work internationally.

I am in a classroom packing all the drawings I have under my desk. My Swedish supervisor is also there and I hear her speaking with another student about their system of getting rid of students. As she claims that it is very efficient I comment that it is like getting rid of dead people cadavers.

I am walking by a river with a German girl and show her a glove I have where I can fit my phone. I bought it to do a research project and she asks me if I will continue with it. As we pass by a steam boat I admit that I had to give everything up to look after my newborn daughter.

I am standing outside a condominium talking with my tenants about traveling through a German city. They then tell me that they have to keep at home to look after the cleaning of the gutter. One of the tenants is actually walking along the wall to reach it and falls down without several stories.

I am watching a movie about a famous actress sleeping in a hotel room. She is supposed to be waiting for another actor for a love scene and he comes but she keeps on sleeping. As she finally wakes up they realize that there is a paparazzi behind the curtain and he runs out of the window.

I am attending a conference even though I am not invited. As they announce the buffet I try to sneak out but the man at the reception tells me that it is not allowed. I then get back inside and see that there is and pretend to be interested in a sport car they are exhibiting in the buffet room.

I am at a restaurant looking at a fat English man with his black wife hugging. They are actually embarrassed of their relationship and dress up with bear suits in order not to reveal their different races. They then keep on hugging getting very excited until they asleep together on the sofa.  

I am watching a news report about a football player. He was in the national team and was considered to become the best player but in an interview he announces that he is stepping out. The report then shows him warming up as a reserve wearing the uniform of an unknown football team.

I am in my Dutch house when I see that there is a delivery man about to ring our bell. I then open the door but he pushes me on the side and goes upstairs. Other agents arrive and I don't understand what is going on. They start cutting through our new gyps walls searching for drugs.

I am in a living-room with some old ladies. They realize that there is too little ventilation there and want to sue the owner. I then explain that she is pregnant and cannot crawl under the floor where there is a lot of moist she has to remove to let the air in. They don't care and walk out to sue her.

I am outside an homeless shelter and plan with a friend to drop our luggage there so that we can stroll around without it. As we are about to do so a man comes out from the main entrance saying that we should first line up. We do so but the queue is very long and it is not worth waiting.

I am in a metro station with an former Austrian student of mine. As we get on the escalator we start discussing about his new position in the Austrian capital. I actually want to visit the city center and he helps me buy a ticket to the right place even though my hotel is far out in the suburbs. 

I am walking up a mountain covered with snow. I just been there and have to reach a cabin but there is a big pile of wood between us and it is getting dark. As I walk around it a fire breaks out and get in the cabin where my sister and one of my twin cousins with his girlfriend is waiting for me.

I am in a small kitchen eating with my mother when my biological father comes in with my girlfriend. I offer them food but they are shy and finally they seat down. My mother pretends to sleep on the floor and I realize that we are in a small square and my father starts cheering a fascist group.

I am writing an email to a journalist and realize that I am also including many other people from the Italian municipality following my installation. I already wrote a paragraph and look back to it realizing that I am writing as if I was the city mayor. I then think I should not send it anymore.

I am on a small boat with my daughter and reach a shore with a new pedestrian bridge. It is very long and I want to try walking on it but as I do so the sea rises and it starts pushing the bridge away with us on top. I first think it is a tsunami but then realize that it is just the evening tide.

I am in a big deposit selling biological fruit and vegetables. My girlfriend already bought a lot of things but she asked the owner to drive her back home forgetting everything there. I then prepare to go back home with them even though they are too heavy and I will have to walk up a cliff.

I am in a square and seat on a fountain to film it. There are also some Italian students seating there and one of them start making fun of me. My camera can only film the window of a building in front of me and I try to get a broader angle seating next to a church but I can only film a column.

I am in a small Belgian village waiting for a friend when a woman comes asking me for another town. As I try to answer her I see my mountain neighbours approaching by car and I start driving ahead of them. I try to go fast but reach a guy seating with two girls in an expensive cabriolet.

I am in a big American city trying to cross over a bridge. I can only do it with a train and try to find where I can buy the ticket. I ask the ticket checker where I can find a machine and she tells me to keep walking on the bridge. I do so but it is very dark and I start slipping fast on the snow.

I am watching a movie about a guy living in his in-laws villa and sleeping in the balcony. As I watch him meeting his father for the first time my girlfriend changes channel and I go to our room to pee. There is a black girl sleeping in our bed and the bathroom is filled with her clothes.

I am at the dentist with my girlfriend waiting with our mouths open to get checked. As I wonder where the dentist is I get a phone call from my Danish curator asking where to go on holiday. I then tell her that I went to a lake in the north and the water was warmer than in the sea in the south. 

I am in an apartment that the sun has just risen and I see that my best friend is going by bike to buy croissants for us. As I get to the living room I realize that other friends have also bought pastry for breakfast. I then check what they got and find some old pictures I took with my best friend.

I am in a foreign exchange students meeting seating next to a Chinese girl. I actually try to talk to her but she is not willing to answer me. I then stand up greeting the friend next to her and telling that I will visit her but then the Chinese girl stands up and kisses me in the mouth.

I am in a car driving with an old friend to an harbour. We actually need to catch a ferry to reach an island and he tells me that it is the last one for the day. He is not worry about missing it and keeps driving quite slow. The harbour is not too far but we come to a road blocked with traffic.

I am at a conference and those holding the last panel asks me if I can present my project. I then agree and tell them I need to use the loo first. I do so but realize that I am in the women toilette. The seat is clean and I use it anyway even though I cannot remove some pooh on top of the flush.

I am in a shop selling video-games and I ask a shop assistant what should I buy for myself without spending too much money. He then shows me a second hand game in a small box. He tells me that it is open ended and I ask if he can recommend another one that is similar to it.

I am in front of an hardware shop waiting for it to open. I am looking for one of the owners to discuss an accessory I ordered for a ladder I bought there. I cannot see him so I talk to the other owner explaining how difficult is to go up the ladder to cut rebars. He then shows me a special scissor.

I am standing on the side of a country road and retrieve the message of a Polish girl who wanted to visit me in the mountains. I am actually going there with my dead grandmother and get in the car with her driving. She doesn't know how to put in the right gear and starts going backward.

I am watching a movie about an old man riding his motorcycle with his girlfriend biking on his side. There is a group of other motorcyclists ahead of him and he barely manages to pass it. He then flips hiss middle finger at them and they call the cops. The latter arrive and the old man escapes. 

I am biking with my spiritual friend but realize that I have no air in my front tire. We then catch the metro and get out at the stop we think my university is. We barely manage to get our bikes down and as we start walking over a bridge we realize what a bad part of town we ended up going to.

I am in the office of the Italian president listening to him presenting a petition he wrote to let me build my art installation. I am supposed to sign and write my name in capital letters but I sign twice. My girlfriend's best friend is after me and erases the second signature to write my name on top.

I am in a cafe seating with some people from an art academy. The director is seating right opposite to me and asks if I can meet her later to discuss about my artwork. I start to suspect she wants a date and realize she is already quite old. I then feel her legs moving against one of my feet.

I am looking for my mountain neighbour's wife and walk in their garage. It is actually quite dark and I don't see it but she is right at the end of it. I then ask her if she knows another lady who is living in the mountains. She has actually voted along with the hunters to block my installation.

I am in my parents place getting ready to go to a ballet. My twin sister is actually performing and I am in charge of filming her but I hear the housewife also calling my stepsister to ask her to film. The latter can only do so with her smatphone and I prefer not to have to also edit her footage.

I am at home with my son who is still a kid. I then tell him he can open the fridge and eat whatever he wishes. I also go around the house to search for more food and find some black spoons in a silver cup. They are actually candies but I don't know whether I should give them to him.

I am inside a cell with a few other prisoners. The guard is praying high pressure water on our lower legs and then also starts spraying our ears. As he leaves we immediately lay on the floor and I choose a spot next to the gate but realize it would have been better to lay in the back of the cell.

I am in a park showing the clerks of my Italian municipality a small model of the installation I want to build. I actually realize that the wooden legs goes down diagonally while they should be straight. They should also be made of wood but the clerks anyway tell me I should use metal feet.

I am in the main square of the Swedish capital waiting to get my papers to stay in the country. There is a stand where I should enlist but I have an ugly t-shirt on and see a junkie holding some new ones. They are probably stolen and I try to bargain a price but he goes seat elsewhere to beg.

I am in a queue with other tourists waiting to get in a museum. There is a Korean group in front of me and they suddenly leave. I then have far less to wait and get in the museum with a group of Ethiopian women. We find a boat inside and are forced to get in to be deported to another country.

I am walking along the coast with my former American director following me. I want to surprise him how agile I am going up and down the cliffs but suddenly come to a straight wall. I try to climb it but it is vertical and have to make it down again. My director then tries with his expensive car.

I am watching a movie about two men living underneath a flooded zoo. The animals are floating and a commentator shows how they have no fur left. The two men are leaving underground and use the animals to feed themselves. They could easily get back up but they want to live underground.

I am in a building with a lot of studios and meet my old Polish friend performing with a band. I then keep walking at the end of the corridor where I am also renting a studio. I need to sleep there at night but realize that a Turkish girl is already inside sleeping. I then seat on my desk to work.

I am in an office building and realize that people are getting in to sign a petition against the building of my mountain installation. I then talk to the organizers and ask them why they did not tell me about it. I actually realize that it was announced on the newspaper and seat down to read it.

I am watching a documentary about a rider working for several restaurants. A footage shows him biking across a busy intersection and then reaching a nice countryside road with trees on both sides. He then takes his hands of the stir to relax but he is not aware that he will soon get run over.

I am walking on a sidewalk next to a beach and see some fat women packing up to go home. They spent the day there and I start yelling at them that they should be ashamed to have a pension and spend their lives like that. As I walk forward I keep on insulting but suddenly feel ashamed.

I am in a Thai island with my spiritual friend. As he talks with my girlfriend about a friend who can drink many cafe there without getting sick of them I notice a guy photographing the crowd on the beach. I also see a woman I want to photograph but she stands up to go listen to a guru.

I am watching a movie about an handsome mafia boss getting out of his hideout. One of his lovers recognizes him and he is forced to shut her mouth and bring her in an limousine with him. They then drive up to the mountains where they find two packages of yogurt he uses to feed his penis. 

I am in the mountain field where I want to build my installation. Suddenly a hunter drives very fast through it and then jumps off the cliff. Another guy comes down to see what has happened and I just tell him that I am removing the building signs. As I do so the hunter drives back down.

I am in an Italian city-hall talking to the guy that is in charge of delivering documents to the various officers. I then name the ones I know but realize that they are all politicians without an office. He then introduces me to two officers who proposes me to curate half a page of the local paper.

I am in a cabin cutting some trees that have grown within. They are actually big mushrooms and I take them outside to burn them. A hunter and his son approach and I believe that they are angry with me but they just want to greet me and talk about the exceptionally warm weather.

I am in a small pizza shop and realize that there is another shop inside also selling pizza. The first one is much better but it is temporary closed and costumers goes to the second one. I just wait for the first one to open and finally they get some pizza out and rush to serve the waiting costumers.

I am in a restaurant with my old friends and see one seating outside with his new girlfriend. I then tell him to come inside and offer them some meat. It is actually quite tasteless and the owner shows us how they had to bring a huge liver up on a bigger butcher table to cut it in thin slices.

I am in an institute watching a girl wearing a big computer. She is actually being transported around by a guy who makes her crash into a wall. As I observe the scene another girl with a futuristic outfit runs in front of me and I tell her to stop so that I can photograph her but it is too dark.

I am in a metro when the controller arrives. She wants to check my travel card and I give it to her but realize that they mistaken my birthday. She is not so worry about it but mostly focus on the picture. The camera has focused on some barbwire in front of me and my face is actually blurred.

I am walking with my spiritual friend to the Canadian border when he suddenly wants to turn back. He tells me what he tells girls when he abandons them but I realize he has to go back to gain some  money. I then try to offer him some but he just talk about how strong we became walking.

I am in a parking lot and see my parents getting on a car to go to the airport. I could go with them but just go to my car. It is parked in a garage and I will have to leave it there for a long time. There are other people who need my spot so I begin to dismantle it and put the pieces on one side.

I am my former father-in-law's forest with two Chinese workers helping him to turn it off a fire under the trees. I then also ask them a small shovel to do so but they give me a metal blade. I then get ready to dig around the trees but see that one of the workers is installing a bathroom there.

I am driving by a highway and realize that I have been digging right next to it to place my art installation there. I then try to check on a map if the terrain is part of my property. I cannot find it but end up driving through a mountain village and see a man renovating his barn with cement.

I am walking in my Dutch neighborhood and see that an artist friend is giving a party. I then get in his living room where he is bragging about the paintings he has hanged there. They are very colorful and he tells us that he got very productive after he finally began selling a lot of them. 

I am inside a mall and see that my mother is outside searching for me. She is actually pregnant and her belly is too big to get in the sliding door. As she keeps walking further to search for another entrance I walk on the opposite direction and buy a present for my twin sister's daughter.

I am in a prison with my best friend and another old friend. We are transferred to a new cell and I find it quite nice even though it is small. I also find the food very good but my friends don't think so and I tell them to compare how much softer are the beans than the ones we used to eat.

I am attending a small presentation and hear a politician talking about my art installation in the mountains. He says many things that are not correct and I try to talk to one of his colleagues about it. I also tell him the amount of tags I want to use in the installation but he doesn't get it.

I am in an apartment with other exchange students. One of them actually comes to me saying that a former Argentinian students came and said that I used to be his teacher. The latter already left and I ask if I can see a picture of him. I got to see one and realize he is a famous football player.

I am in a small cafe and decide to get something to eat. I then go to the counter and try to order a sandwich but the menu is hanging on the wall behind the shop assistant and it is too small to read anything. I then try to check the ingredients they have but another guy is making an order.

I am with my girlfriend in a modern Dutch city. I realize that they have just built a bridge across the highway. There was a famous wooden bridge there passing through a compound and I try to see where it went. I then understand that it was demolished to give way to the new bridge. 

I am in a meeting with politicians debating my art installation. Everyone is extremely correct but they keep on hiding the truth. As the major also finishes to talk I tell everyone to fuck off. I then realize that there are other people in the room and they are about to discuss a different topic.

I am in an apartment laying on the sofa when my old mountain neighbour shows up behind it. She keeps on insisting that I should not sell my apartment and I go out to eat. My son is also there and we have some leftovers but the neighbour dog comes to eat them and I throw water against it.

I am in an old van with a guy driving in a German city to the north. I actually realize that I won't have a ride back south so I ask him to please go back so that we can drive with my car. We do so but I then realize that we won't be able to sleep there. He anyway would have slept with a girl.

I am in my Dutch house with an old American friend and his Peruvian wife. I am actually supposed to host them for the night but realize that there is a younger girl. She is my friend's sister and I also need to host her. I then show them the rooms upstairs but they are all very messy.

I am walking up a mountain road and come to a bench where I was told I could build my installation. I realize how bad of a place it is and try to take pictures of the site but another man is also coming up and I hurry before him. I start running and I feel my heart beat going very high. 


